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Twin of Twins
2009 ended with quite a bang for the Twin
of Twins. Their album “Trials and Crosses” reached #1 on

Richie B’s Album Chart for 3 weeks, and after generating huge
street buzz (their 4th #1 album since 2005). The Twin’s
tremendous performance and overwhelming response at both
Sting and GT Taylor’s extravaganza was the talk of the local and
international media. If that wasn’t enough, they completed a U.S.
tour that took them to a dozen different cities, many of the
shows sold out album launch parties. 2010 shaped up to be one
the Twins most successful years so far, with their new hit single
“mix up” tearing up the airways, and mix-tapes from Jamaica to
Japan. They also was one of the headline performers at last
year’s staging of “Follow the Arrow,” with a new U.S. tour
planned for the Spring the Twins have been invited by Student
Organizations at 2 of the most prestigious Universities in the U.S.,
Columbia University in NY, and North Eastern University in Boston, to be guest speakers.
While the Twin of Twins has always received exposure in the foreign press through their many tours, it is not until recently
that the Twins have started gaining the local exposure they deserve. Now that they have finally given the chance to shine
at local dancehall shows and radio, the Jamaican Music Industry and fans have been amazed and delighted by their live
performances and string of hit singles. Often overlooked as DJ’s, recent string of hits started with the song and video “How
Come,” and continued with “the Bizness Need We,” “Which Dudus?” and now “Mix Up,” all songs have risen from the
underground anthems to mainstream reggae radio. The Twins have been touched by the amount of their fellow Jamaican’s
who have stopped them in recent months to congratulate them for finally getting the mainstream attention that they
deserve. It has always been the streets that have propelled the Twins, and since it is obvious that the Twin of Twins are here
to stay, the Jamaican media has finally decided to embrace them too.
Many critics say Dancehall Music has reached a dangerous level, where the negativity and violence has taken the fun out of
a once joy full art form. The reason why The Twins popularity has reached new heights in spite of the struggle the industry is
giving them is quite simple. Now more than ever dancehall fans need uplifting and eloquent spokesmen like the Twins who
are able to deliver socially relevant messages in a way that connects to ordinary people. More important however is now
more than ever people need to laugh, and the brand of “Gangsta Comedy” that the Twins bring to the game is unmatched
and uncontested as the funniest and most honest interpretation of reality on the streets.
For bookings and press info. Call U.S. 561 843-2581 Jamaica 876 377-9322
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COLIN “ILEY DRED” LEVY
Colin “Iley Dred” Levy, singer, songwriter, producer, began his musical
pursuits at an early age. It was while attending various Twelve Tribes
of Israel functions that Colin met artists like Bob Andy and the late
Dennis Brown, who, after learning of Colin’s talent to write, encouraged
him to pursue his dream to write and sing. Along with sound advice from
Delroy Morrison of Dynamic Sounds, Colin found the courage to focus on
his talents.
In 1994, Colin was introduced to Bevin Jackson, the owner of Bulls Eye
Recording label. Bevin encouraged Colin to record his own material and start his own
production company. The birth of Kings of Kings Productions ensued in 1995.
Bevin became Colin’s mentor producing quite a number of songs for Colin – five of
which were part of Colin’s first album – A Friend for Life. (Colin’s first single, Flowers in
My Garden, which was a runaway hit, earned the best title, Best Reggae Song, in the
Canadian Juno Awards in 1998.) A Friend for Life was released in 2001; this album
featured appearances from Glen Washington, Lady Saw, Louie Culture, Luciano, Chrisinti
& Norris Man, among others. A Friend for Life spawned popular hits such as Rise Up This
Morning, Flowers in My Garden, World Crisis and Mamma, which is still enjoying heavy
rotation on music television and radio stations internationally. In 2002, A Friend for Life
was nominated for a Juno Award by the Canadian Academy of Arts & Sciences in The
Best Reggae category.
The Kings of Kings label is well known for having several successful Dancehall rhythm
driven albums such as, Famine, Double Jeopardy, Latino, Most Wanted, Marshal Arts
and Coolie Dance, which have featured dancehall heavy weights such as Sean Paul,
Elephant Man, Sizzla, Lady Saw, Bounty Killer, among others and internationally
acclaimed artist such as Nina Sky, Pit Bull and Little John. His vision was to create
music that could be easily accepted worldwide.
Colin takes great pride in the lyrical content of his songs and his material reflects his deep-rooted spirituality
with heartwarming sensitivity. Not only has Colin made strides as an artist, but also as a songwriter; he has
penned and produced many a song for Michael “Grammy” Rose, Beenie Man, Everton Blenda, Sizzle and the
late Dennis Brown along with a host of other reggae artists. He was awarded the Canadian Award of Merit
at the Canadian Reggae Music Awards in March 2001. In March 2003, he was awarded The Bob Marley
Memorial Award, again at the Canadian Reggae Music Awards.
Colin’s sophomore album product, Unite the People, is a mixture of Conscious Rebel Music and Lovers Rock,
fused with Ska, Rock Steady and some really hard driving grooves from the Dancehall era, reminiscent of
the 1970s and today. Unite the People reveals a profound maturity and growth of this artist as a songwriter
and producer, combined with the production, assembly and delivery of the components of this album. In this
compilation, Colin Levy is joined by Marcia Griffiths, U-Roy, Sizzla, The Heritage Family, Capleton, Anthony
B. Chrisinti, Norris Man, Warrior King, Heather Cummings and Andrew Ranxx. Continuing on the path of
producing quality musical works, he has finished his latest product – a double album. This new Colin “Iley
Dred” Levy album reflects the deep introspection & revelations and is entitled Unleashed. However, with his
musical success, this humble giant has a story to be told of his childhood to his present life that will stir the
soul from trials, triumphs and his personal views. This book, Zion Road, will be the map to take you there.
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Buju Banton News & Updates
Courtesty : thisisbujubanton.wordpress.com

Buju Moving… To Low Security Federal Facility In Miami

The family and close friends of Buju Banton can breathe a collective sigh of relief. After
spending two months living under horrible conditions at Limestone County Correctional
Institution, a private prison in Groesbeck, Texas, the Jamaican music icon is now on the move and
expected to be transferred to Federal Correctional Institution Miami, the low security facility originally
recommended by the Honorable Judge James Moody, who oversaw his criminal case.
The Gargamel Music family expresses great thanks to the Jamaican consulate, who immediately sent a
representative to report first hand on the conditions in Texas, and to Judge Moody, who wrote a letter to
the Bureau Of Prisons (BOP) on Buju’s behalf. We are especially thankful for Buju’s attorney, David Oscar
Markus of Markus & Markus Law, who worked diligently with the prison in Texas, the Jamaican consulate,
the BOP and the Court to make this unprecedented move happen.

Write On, Gargamel Soldiers!

The Gargamel Music Family thanks the fans worldwide — especially the prayer warriors, for their ongoing support of Buju Banton. Now that Buju is settling in at FCI Miami, we urge you to continue sending
those letters filled with love and encouragement as they help to keep B’s spirit lifted and his mind focused.
Below is the mailing address:
MARK ANTHONY MYRIE – 86700-004
FCI MIAMI
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
P.O. BOX 779880
MIAMI, FL 33137

Zion Rootswear To Produce Official Buju Banton Merchandise

The Gargamel Music Family is proud to announce an exciting new partnership with
Zion Rootswear to produce and distribute official Buju Banton T-Shirts worldwide. Since
opening its doors in 1999, Zion Rootswear has established itself as the premier
merchandiser for an esteemed group of legendary artists that include the late, great
Bob Marley, Elvis Presley, David Bowie, Jimi Hendrix, Ziggy Marley, John Lennon, Willie
Nelson and Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead.

“Over the years we have really built a name for ourselves by being dedicated to
honoring greats within the music world,” says Brian Conley, CEO of Zion Rootswear.
“Obviously Bob Marley is our flagship Reggae artist, however, just like Bob, Buju
Banton is a Reggae music heavyweight and stands next to Bob Marley on the top of the mountain when
it comes to the most influential voices in the history of Jamaican music and culture.”
Conley adds, “Everyone here at Zion is proud to add Buju Banton to the talented roster of artists that
we represent and we feel like our fans will be especially pleased to see this addition to our lineup of
iconic musicians.”
Just in time for the holiday season, Zion Rootswear rolls out the Buju Banton merch line with the official
Free Buju T-Shirts and the official Buju Banton Logo T-Shirt, both created by longtime Gargamel designer,
Darhil Crooks. The shirts are on sale now at the Zion Rootswear website and they will also be available in
select stores around the globe.
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JACKSONVILLE

RED RAT SHOW
CHINO & Di GENIUS SHOW

TURBULENCE Live SHOW

NADINE SUTHERLAND SHOW
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Black Barbie
Born on the beautiful island of Jamaica August 15, ShaunaKay Whyte (Black Barbie) migrated to the United States at
the age of thirteen. Her nickname Black Barbie called by
her friends and family, which then later on, transition over
in her modeling career in 2004. Black Barbie has walk on
many runways for mayors, media personnel’s, high fashion
designers and took part in some of the hottest fashion
shows in different states in the US. Black Barbie has had the
opportunity to do a print work submission to Oprah, as well
as Photo Shoots and Music Video’s with some well-known
Reggae artiste’s Gyptain, Mr.Lexx, Esco De Shocker, Macka
Diamond and shoot by very respectable photographers
in the business to name a few Roland Hyde and Keston
Duke. Hard at work, Black Barbie has been featured in
the Jamaican STAR, Jamaican GLEANER, STREET HYPE,
Online Magazine such as www.outaroad.com, www.
modelsandmoguls.blogspot.com, www.yuhseeyou.com
and other Media outlets. Black Barbie’s first passion was
dancing and she was great at it, she was flown out for
different shows by a well known sound in Florida name Poison
Dart and also had the opportunity to be on the same stage as Vybz Kartel in 2005
when she back up dance for a Jamaican artiste that opened up for Vybz Kartel. Staying true to her Caribbean
roots Black Barbie started to work with Yard Rock designs/ Yard Rock TV and Royal Rush Designs in 2008 as a
personal model and behind the scenes assistant. With love and determination Black Barbie excelled when she
took her modeling career in a different direction, in the media field as a TV Host and Radio Personality. She
was convinced by many to take the step, on her journey she had the pleasure to work with Dancehall 360
degrees TV. With her career move she now has her own AWARD winning Radio Program called “Black Barbie’s
Reality Check” on 91.3 Parti FM and is the face and TV Host for Back Yard TV in Bronx NYC. Black Barbie
won the Radio Disc Jockey Award for her radio program on March 5th 2011 at
the Linkage Award Show and was truly honored and thank everyone for their
continued support. Being a natural with her charisma, fun and inviting personality,
interviewing the stars was an enjoyment for her.
Black Barbie have had the pleasure to interview Kymani Marley, Spragga Benz,
Mr. Lexx, Shaba Ranks, freddy Mcgregor, Marcia Griffiths, lady saw, King Yellow
man, Frankie Paul, Cecile, Christopher Martin, Chino, Nadine Sutherland,
Stephen Di Genius, I-octane, Black Ryno, Gramps Morgan, Magazeen, Olivia
etc. Feeling bless and greatful that she is now the model for “ALLIANCE” and
“GULLIANCE” T-Shirt line in Jamaica which are branded from two of Jamaican
Reggae Icon Bounty Killa (Alliance) and Mavado (Gulliance) the opportunities
seems endless. On her trip back to Jamaica in August 2011, Black Barbie was
ask by MDTV to host ‘’Miss Jamaica Caribbean Teen Talent Pageant” with
celebrity panel judges Dancehall Reggae artiste Delus, Barbee and Nicole Skye
(actress) which was covered by the Jamaican Gleaner, www.Outaroad.com and www.KushKash.com, the
event was a great success which help to motivated and uplift the young teens self-esteem as the winner went
on to represent Jamaica in St. Kitts. Among many accomplishment in the year 2011 Black Barbie has had the
importunity to co-host with Media Personality Nikki Z, host a few fashion shows and the ‘’Biggest Hair Show” in
Brooklyn NYC. Black Barbie is self-motivated and persistent and believes the sky is the limit and will continue to
strive and push herself as a Model, Video Vixen, TV Host and Radio Personality.
Visit www.blackkittybarbie.com, twitter @1DjBlackBarbie and facebook.com/blackkittybarbie

BECOME OUR NEXT FASHION MODEL OR COVERGIRL

EMAIL YOUR PICTURES AND INFO TO: YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM
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OVAMARZ

[Above a DEM Dance Group Leader]
Marlon ‘Ovamarz’ Hardy, dancer out of Above a dem Squad group has been making
his presence felt in the entertainment scene and his talent is uniquely jaw dropping,
excitement packed and creativity is displayed in his every dance move. Born, Marlon
Hardy, second of three brothers, resides with his parents and brothers in Nanny Ville
Garden, Kingston Jamaica. He started dancing at the tender age of twelve. Dancing is
in his family as he has a younger brother (Sir Yummy) another “Above a Dem”member
who also participates in the ‘raging bull’ dance that won Ovamarz his recognition in
the dancing fraternity. Ovamarz attended Excelsior Primary, Norman Garden All Age and
then went on to Clan Carty High School. His interest in dancing started in 1995 while
watching a hometown dancer by the name of ‘Fowla’ dancing to the popular ‘Caveman
Sound System’ at the market shed center. As a youngster, he would then go home and
practice the dance moves until he perfected it. The young Jamaican dancer gained fame
later on in the year when he was called in the dancing ring by ‘Fowla’ at an outdoor party.
He did the “Raging Bull” dance and received an overwhelming applause from the patrons
and was declared ‘good to go’ by ‘Fowla’ and thus the start of his appearances at
parties, fetes and clubs. He was named ‘Ovamarz’ by friends in 1998 because
of his great admiration and constant reference to the popular Holland worldcup player Marc Overmars. His popularity rose even more while competing
with another dancer ‘Shortman’ at the Asylum Club. Ovamarz act caught the
attention of the late dance icon ‘Bogle’ and he was invited to go places with
the famous dancer along with the other members of the crew. The Jamaican Star,
Jamaican Observer,Chat,Gleaner and Xtra-News have done some highlights on Ovamarz
dancing accomplishments and the dancer has appeared in many music videos. His talent is
especially displayed in the dances “Nuh Behavia,” ”Nuh Linga,” ”Raging Bull,” “Conquer Them,”
“The Virus Spin,” “Paper Bag,” ”Footloose” and “Papa P,” “Step Ova” and his newest dance
“Now you see me, now you don’t.“ Ovamarz look up to all the dancers in the business because
each has their own style but he will always be striving to excel in all areas of the business. He has
performed in Antigua, Bermuda, Grand Cayman, Barbados, Trinidad, Canada, England and USA.
His dancing experiences are unlimited as he has danced beside the best of Jamaican dancers and
with his many creative sources and untapped potentials, this dancer’s purpose is to take it to the
next level and create an impact all around the world.
Currently, the multi-talented Ovamarz is recording various singles for this year and hopes to
achieve enough success that will eventually lead to a channel that will enable him to assist his
younger brother, his dance crew “Above A Dem Squad” and future upcoming dancers to
embark on an exciting but profitable career.
Ovamarz favorite quote by an unknown writer:
“Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass...it’s about learning to dance in the rain”

Contact info: Above A Dem Celebrity Enterprize – 301.755.4014 or celebrity1969@yahoo.com
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OVAMARZ
[An Interview]

Yardvibez Magazine: Where are you from?
Overmarz: Jamaica
Yardvibez Magazine: What would you say is the
hottest dance in Jamaica right now?

Overmarz: Now You See Me Now You Don’t
Yardvibez Magazine: What’s your favorite song to dance to?
Overmarz: Nuh Behaviour – Voicemail ft Ovamarz
Yardvibez Magazine: We have watched you throughout the years, music, dancehall etc. has changed so
much, tell the people how you think dancehall and dancing has changed over the years.
Overmarz: I see where the business has really changed, there is no love for the music and dancing anymore,
most people in the entertainment industry are just about the hype and quick money and nobody wants to take the
timeout to make it better.
Yardvibez Magazine: There are a lot of people that love your music and dancing. How did you get started and
entertainment business and how long has it been now.

Overmarz: It’s good to know people enjoy my music and dance. I started dancing in my community Nannyville at
age 12 with a group of dancers but I have been dancing professionally since March 2006.I recorded my first official
single ‘Raging Bull’ for my then hit dance entitled ‘Raging Bull’ in 2006 but it was never really released. I then rerecorded the same song with Mr. Vegas in early 2007 and that was my first hit song and hit dance.

Yardvibez Magazine: What are your plans and what can your fans look forward to seeing from you this year?
Overmarz: My plans for this year are to continue recording singles and creating new dances for all my fans.
I would also like to start doing more charity work to assist the children in my community and eventually
all over Jamaica.
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To have your site listed ctc Yardvibez

Here are a list of some of the best party sites. Check out di hype!
WWW.YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE.NET
WWW.PARTYSPREE.COM

WWW.GHETTOLIFEENT.COM

WWW.DANCEHALLREGGAE.COM

WWW.ISLANDVIBEZMUSIC.COM

WWW.ATLANTADANCEHALL.COM

WWW.YARDVIBEZ.COM

OOOOO Roc A Tone Seafood Restaurant
3740 White Plains Rd
Bronx, NY 10467
(718) 654-6480
OOOOO Calypso Cafe
58 Walton Street Northwest
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 589-0024
calypsocafeandgrill.com
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WWW.DAREGGAESCENE.COM

YARDVIBEZ PROMOTIONS ARE CURRENTLY SEEKING DANCERS AND ARTISTS SEEKING
MORE EXPOSURE. CTC YARDVIBEZ FOR MORE INFO. 904-405-6381
PRINCE MUSIC WORLD
ONE STOP SHOP FOR CDS, DVDS & MORE. 8933 LEM TURNER RD, JACKSONVILLE, FL

SELECTOR LKO SHAWN
Playing the best in all genres: Reggae, Hip-Hop, R & B,
Old School, Soca, Pop and more......
Available for all types of parties, corporate events, weddings/
receptions, banquets, family reunions, etc.

For more information contact:
(904) 361.8100
EMAIL: LKOSHAWN@HOTMAIL.COM

JACKSONVILLECARNIVAL.ORG
WWW.JACKSONVILLECARNIVAL.ORG
2K12 WILL BE THE BEST EVER LOG ON
FOR MORE INFO.
VIBEZ NATURAL GIFTS
GIFT BASKETS AND ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS FOR ALL OCCASSIONS. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. CTC ANGELA FOR
MORE INFO 914-299-2128
Lots for sale in St. Ann’s Bay
St. Ann
Call (876) 895-7948 or (876) 972-2070
Napa Heights will consist of one hundred
and one (101) lots ranging in size from just
under a quarter (1/4) acre, to over a third
(1/3) of an acre. These lots differ in terrain,
many with breathtaking sea views, some
flat and others bordering the St. Ann’s Bay
Great River.
This development will be completely
secured with a perimeter wall surrounding
the entire property, thus giving peace of
mind to any prospective purchaser.
Napa Heights is situated in Drax Hall
Heights, two (2) minutes to the east of St.
Ann’s Bay, an hour drive from Sangster
International Airport in Montego Bay,
thirty (30) minutes from the Boscobel
aerodrome, ten (10) minutes from Ocho
Rios and for easy accessibility to all, the
property is less than two (2) minutes drive
off the North coast highway. Starting from
US $41,500. For more information please
call (876) 895-7948 or (876) 972-2070.
Three bedroom house for sale in
Bonham Spring, Ocho Rios, St. Ann
Three bedroom house for sale in Bonham
Spring, Ocho Rios, St. Ann
Call for price; Tel: (876) 867-0313
Features:
• Three bedrooms
• Two bathrooms
• Granite counters
• Ceramic/laminated floors
• Moen fixtures
• A real beauty

WANT TO ADVERTISE?
Yardvibez Magazine & Promotion
904-405-6381
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM.
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Jamaican Restaurant Or Not?
A Jamaican man coming to the US for the first time went into a Jamaican restaurant and asked the waitress
“what kinda Jamaican food unno sell?”
To which the waiter replied, “Well we have oxtail, curried goat, curry chicken, tripe & beans, cook-up salt fish
and ackee & salt fish.”
Jamaican man: “Tell de man them seh give me one oxtail dinner wid some curry goat gravy. What kinda
Jamaican drinks you have?”
Waiter: “Ginger beer, sorrel, lemonade, magnum, front end lifter, agony and coconut water.”
Jamaican man: “Give me one large ginger beer. What kinda dessert you have?”
Waiter: “We have potato pudding, blue draws corn pudding.”
Jamaican man: “Aright give me two slices of di pitata pudding. And mi want di same thing to go.”
After he was finished eating, the Jamaican man asked the waiter for the bill, which came to US$15.
He took out a Jamaican $1000.00 dollar bill, placed it on the counter and told the waiter to keep di change.
The waiter was furious and told the man “we don’t take Jamaican money here.”
The man replied “mi come in yah and nyam Jamaican food, drink Jamaican drinks and eat Jamaican
desert. If you nuh want di Jamaican dollars den tek down the..........sign outa doowah weh seh JAMAICAN
RESTAURANT!!!”

On a Ship

On a ship an American, an English man, and a Jamaican were sailing. Suddenly the Devil appeared and said,
“Drop something in the sea; if I find it I will eat you ... If I can’t, then I will be your slave!”
The American dropped a diamond. The Devil quickly found it and ate him.
The English man dropped tiny platinum piece. The Devil found it and ate him too.
Now it’s the Jamaican man’s turn .... He proceeded to open a bottle of water, and poured it in the sea! His
words to the Devil, “Yeah man, find that bloodclaat nuh!!! Yuh tink seh jamaicans a idiot?”

Ah Cuss Out De Boss

Two West Indians were drinking in a bar and complaining about their boss that he was a real pain in the butt
always giving them a hard time. The next day they met at bar again and the Bajan began boasting to the Trini,
“boy ah cuss out de boss man real good, and when ah done, ah ask ‘e fuh a raise and he gih it to me.”
Trini looked at Bajan in suprise and asked “you mean he did’n fire you?”. So the next day Trini went in to
work and began to cuss up the boss who looked at him and promptly fired him on the spot.
That afternoon when Trini met Bajan in the bar again, he told him what happened earlier. Bajan explained
“Trini muh friend, when I cuss de bossman, I cuss he in muh mind.”

Bwoy ... Go Get Yuh Moddah
A boy and his father from the Caribbean were visting America for the first time.
The first time they went to a mall, they were amazed by almost everything they saw, but especially by two
shiny, silver walls that could move apart and then slideback together again.
The boy asked, “Ah whahdat, daddy?” The father (having never seen an elevator) responded, “Son, minevah
see notting so inna mi life! Mi nuh know what it is!”
While the boy and his father were watching with amazement, a fat old lady in a wheelchair rolled up to the
moving walls and pressed a button. The walls opened and the lady rolled between them into a small room.
The walls closed and the boy and his father watched the small circular numbers above the walls light up
sequentially.
They continued to watch until it reached the last number and then the numbers began to light in the reverse
order. Finally the walls opened up again and a gorgeous, voluptuous 19-year-old woman stepped out. The
father, not taking his eyes off the young woman, says quietly to his son, “Bwoy... Go get yuh moddah!”
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